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Review Assessing the extreme risk of coastal inundation due to climate 1 change: A
case study of Rongcheng, China Overall statement. The text has interesting aspects
but the work needs polishing and focusing before publishing. The scientific approach
to combine increasing sea levels with floods, as well as population and socio-economic
changes gives a good overview on the potential impacts on future floods. But the approach lacks a clear focus. Meanwhile the statistical approach in general seems ok,
the mix of variables, and especially terms, blurs the result and the scientific quality.
What is also missing is the potential that climate change adaptation measures contain. This text assumes that nothing in respect to coastal protection or other protective
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/ adaptive measures would be undertaken. This as such is fair from a statistical approach, but then statements such as an “increased necessity for disaster mitigation”
should be avoided. Meanwhile “disaster mitigation” is not necessarily only reactive, it
has a certain connotation to this direction. Other proactive measures exist. These do
not necessarily need to be assessed and discussed in great detail - that would go too
far. But they should be mentioned. It should also be mentioned more clearly that the
dramatic future effects of floods presented in this text are mainly encountered under the
most extreme scenario, RCP 8.5. Theoretically the likelihood of this scenario is equal to
the three other three main RCP’s. So the statistical probability of the statements should
be clearly mentioned, i.e. that there is a 75% chance that these effect could also not
occur. Title (and throughout the text): What is the definition of “extreme risk”? Overall
on the use of the term risk: The terms vulnerability and risk are not clearly defined.
Vulnerability curves are mentioned, but it is not clear how these are used to define
risk. What is the definition of the risk? The vulnerability and risk variables change
throughout the text. One definition of risk is, e.g. Hazard x vulnerability = risk. How is
the vulnerability defined here? What are the vulnerability variables? The flood prone
area (extension), population, overall damages, farmland, or all together? Concrete
comments Line 40 – 41 Why only disaster mitigation (=reactive)? What about climate
change adaptation and, e.g. land use planning, coastal protection, etc (=proactive)?
Line 42: Similar to risk above: Extreme water levels as such are no risk. These are
hazards. The risk is based on vulnerability. Needs to be defined. Correct throughout
text. Line 42 - 43. This statement is incorrect! There are plenty of studies and publications of flood prone areas changing under slr. See for example this book that contains
several examples on climate change adaptation under changing sea level from several
countries: Schmidt-Thomé, P. & Klein, J. (editors). 2013. Climate Change Adaptation
in practice – From strategy development to implementation. Wiley Blackwell. Line 69.
Here a short discussion on adaptation measures could be useful. Line 159. What kind
of adaptation measures? Line 198 Here only flood damage and losses are mentioned,
no risk. The terminology should be streamlined. Line 220, see comment above Line
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244: Increase in frequencies of floods: Please add scientific references. Is the increase
in occurrences only based on the fact of slr, or does it include and overall increase in
frequencies? This issue is highly uncertain!
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